Mexico City, August 3, 2015
TECH4AUTISMNOW
MRS. MARIE DUGGAN
Dear Mrs. Duggan,
I am writing to you to extend you my warmest greetings and thank you wholeheartedly for your
invaluable support to successfully carry out the Telcel 4G Infinitum Digital Village event, during which
we were able to bring together more than 400,000 thousand participants during its presence in Mexico
City’s main square (the “Zócalo”).
It was a great honor for the company I head to be able to enjoy your key-note speech, your experience as
a renowned world telecommunications leader was prove of the utmost inspiration for a motivated
audience
It is my great pleasure to let you know that, we were able to attain the goals we had set out for ourselves,
by offering attendants a 100 Gbps connection speed, and offering more than 2 thousand loan computers,
34 dynamic-digital learning courses. Everyone received training and workshops ranging from a first
approach to computers to business development, digital education, and promoting young developers,
plus workshops for intensive tech users on app development, programming, 3D animation, and robotics,
67 talks, by some of the best known names in technology, and all other activities that were planned for
the benefit of the population.
I believe that public acknowledgement is the best reward we have derived from this successful event, and
we were very happy that you have been a part of it. We would like to single out the training of some 20
thousand people a day in various subjects concerning digital culture through these efforts.
The results obtained by the Telcel 4GLTE – Infinitum Digital Village earned TELMEX three Guinness World
Records. The first of these, once again recognized the Telcel 4GLTE- Infinitum Digital Village as the largest
digital inclusion event of the world for its participants. The second was for having the greatest number of
people taking courses on Training for Employement TELMEX won the third Guinness World Record for
producing - in four hours - the largest number of selfies by means of the Augmented Reality App on
Infinitum.
I reiterate my gratitude and disposition to develop future projects together, aimed at benefiting Mexican
society. Warmest regards,

Héctor Slim Seade
TELÉFONOS DE MEXICO
CEO
Infinitum, la mejor conexión.

